
A-SSE YouTube Explosion

Task

Michelle, Hillary, and Cory created a YouTube video, and have a plan to get as many
people to watch it as possible. They will each share the video with 3 of their best
friends, and create a caption on the video that says, "Please share this video with 3 of
your best friends." Each time the video is shared with someone, that person instantly
views the video only once and sends it to exactly 3 more people. In addition, assume
that every person only receives the video once.

Suppose that after 1 hour since the video was posted, Michelle, Hillary, and Cory have
watched the video; after 2 hours, all of their friends have watched the video; and so on.

a. Fill in the table for the number of people who received the video during the given
hour. (Assume that Michelle, Hillary, and Cory "received" the video as well.)

Hour 1 2 3 4 ... 10 ...

People Receiving Video     ...  ...  

b. What is the total number of views the video has after hour 3? After hour 4? After
hour 10? After hour ?

c. Let's look at only the people who have viewed the video via Hillary. Fill in the
following table for the number of people who have received the video via Hillary in the
given hour.

Hour 1 2 3 4 ... 10 ...

People Receiving Video     ...  ...  

d. How many total people have seen the video via Hillary after hour ?
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e. Using the generalized (hour ) expressions you developed in parts (b) and (d), give
an expression, in terms of , for the number of people who viewed the video not via
Hillary after hour .

f. Let  represent your answer to part (d). In terms of , how many people viewed the
video via Cory and Michelle after hour ?

g. Using your answers in questions (e) and (f), write a formula (not a sum) in terms of 
for the number of people who have viewed the video via Hillary after hour .

h. Using this formula, determine the total number of views the video will have after 10
hours.

i. Suppose that instead of 3 friends creating a video and sending it to their 3 best
friends, we started off with  friends creating a video and each sending it to  of their
best friends. Write a formula (not a sum) for the number of views the video will have
after  hours.
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